Introduction: Historical Competence in New Testament Commentaries
"the writing of biblical commentaries has always been, and will always be, an important datum of christian experience, arising as it does from the interaction of heart and mind, of piety and inquiry." richard longenecker goes on to describe how commentaries have historically been a tool of the christian church to face times of change and growth-whether from prosperity and advancement or from difficulty and challenge. "at such times the writing of commentaries has been undertaken not only with the hope of achieving a better explication of what the biblical writers originally said and meant, but also of effecting within the contemporary christian community something of a consensus regarding the import of their message and how that message should impact the thought and actions of christians in our day."2 ernest Best describes commentaries as 1 Douglas s. Huffman was a student of Grant r. osborne in the late 1980's and early 1990's at trinity evangelical Divinity school, where he completed an m.a. in christian thought (1989) and a ph.D. in new testament exegesis and theology (1994) . after teaching for nearly two decades at northwestern college in st. paul, minnesota, Huffman now serves at talbot school of theology as associate dean of the undergraduate division of biblical and theological studies for Biola University in la mirada, california. this essay is offered with gratitude for the scholarship and instruction of osborne and for the helpfulness of northwestern college student David Danielson ii for his gathering of resources for this project.
2 richard n. longenecker, "on the writing of Biblical commentaries, with particular reference to commentaries on romans," "the backbone of all serious study of scripture."3 so then, with a tendency to lean on commentaries, the church should certainly demand competence of these important tools for understanding the scriptures.
The Importance of Historical Competence in New Testament Commentaries
an important area for competence in commentaries is the area of historical background. to speak of historical competence in the writing of commentaries is to address the matter of how well a commentator investigates the historical setting of the document(s) being commented on, how well that commentator uses knowledge of the document's historical context to understand the biblical text, and how well that commentator communicates these matters about the biblical text in the commentary. while certainly a concern for commentaries on any and all of the Bible, we address historical competence with particular attention to new testament commentaries.
the Bible is the scripture of the christian faith-that is, its authoritative expression as well as its authoritative guide to faithful living. Understanding the Bible correctly is a historic christian concern and the primary goal of commentaries. "the purpose of a commentary is to examine what was said/done in order to apprehend the author's communicative intent."4 and historical competence helps reach that goal. "since christianity is a historical religion, the interpreter must recognize that an understanding of the history and culture within which the passage was produced is an indispensable tool for uncovering the meaning of that passage."5 richard longenecker suggests that ferdinand christian Baur (1792-1860) made an important contribution to the scholarly discipline of commentary writing by pointing out the importance of historical competence. writes longenecker:
